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To whom it concerns: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Policy Statement and I welcome its issue as 

a clear statement of Ireland’s commitment to well-regulated mineral exploration and mining as part 

of our efforts to shift to a circular economy.  

I would make the following comments in a personal capacity. 

Chapter  Page Comment 
General:  many of the diagrams are bordering on illegible  
e.g. Figure 7 EU Green Deal /  Figure 8 Mining and the SDGs 

2 Policy Context 

2. p.8 The Fraser Institute’s Policy Perception Index always appears 
anomalous to me  in Ireland’s context given this is the first time we 
have had a written policy. 

2.1 p.8  Emphasis should move Bullet 4 to place as Bullet 1 

2.3.1  Spatial Planning is acknowledged but makes no reference to the lack of 
spatial zoning for mineral extraction in County Development Plans  - we 
need to set aside lands for minerals as our population grows and rural 
housing continues to expand  

2.5  Welcome reference to Our Rural Future 2021-25 as minerals will be 
critical to sustainable rural development and balanced spatial 
strategies/  good job creation.  

2.5  Job creation in mining should include multiplier effect e.g. Navan’s 600 
direct jobs likely supports up to 3,000 indirect jobs in local and regional 
economy. 

2.6  Zero waste – very difficult to achieve in mining. Would be good to see 
how the State will support this with practical measures for mining 
industry 

2.8  Future Jobs Ireland 2019 -  the State could consider investment in 
vocational training as much as academic/ 3rd level.  There is a major gap 
for advanced mineral technicians (as used to be trained by Athlone IT).  
Welcome the new drilling apprenticeship in Carlow IT. More please. 
 
Geography, the first and only introduction to Geology (and thus future 
careers in MinEx and Mining) that students get to Junior Cert level – 
requires coordination between Dept Education & Skills and DECC prior 
to removing Geography as a compulsory subject to J.Cert. 

 p.20 table  Potential for germanium as by-product of silver (Ag) mining 
 

2.9-2.12  EU Policies – it would be good to see pro-active Irish versions of these 
policies in terms of concrete measures to support the mineral 
exploration and mining industry.  This Policy Statement is a start but 
more practical actions are required.  
 






